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Abstract: Clipping procedures are generally classified as either a Line Clipper or a Polygon Clipper. A Line clipper
determines which lines are wholly within the window boundaries and which lines are to be totally or partially clipped. This is
known as clipping of lines by polygons. Here the Concave Polygons will be clipped against a Convex Window.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Following up on the clipping of lines by polygons the following solutions exists:
1.

Clipping of each edge of the polygon by the clipping window and then joining the points to get the resultant clipped
polygon.

2.

This method works only with simple convex polygons; it does not however generate correct polygons for more complex
cases like Concave Polygons.

3.

It also becomes difficult rearranging the resulting polygon from disjoint clipped lines especially when there may be more
than one clipped polygons generated.
One such algorithm is Sutherland Hodgeman Polygon Clipping in which it abandons thinking of a polygon as a set of line

segments and clipping individual edges. The algorithm works iteratively by considering a clipping boundary and clips the entire
polygon against this boundary. For a polygon to be clipped against a rectangle there would be 4 clipping boundaries.
Thus each clip boundary is used to clip the polygon edges in turn and give a new set of points. This procedure is repeated for
each clipping boundary and the final set of points representing the clipped polygon.
Pipelining the Algorithm:
The SH Algorithm requires at each step to store an array of order O (n) that contains the vertices of the intermediate polygon
generated. To make the algorithm use less memory, a modification is suggested. When a polygon edge is clipped, it is not stored
but is immediately forwarded to be clipped by the next window boundary. This pipelining method eliminates the need for
intermediate storage of the entire polygon. Only the last generated point needs to be stored. The new modified algorithm will
have an additional parameter ‘range’ which indicates the total number of boundaries.
Degenerate Edges:
While the SH Algorithm works very well with simple polygons. In the case of complex polygons it produces erroneous
results. The algorithm tries to generate a fresh polygon by clipping with each boundary of the clipping window, but does not
take into account the fact that the polygon might be clipped into more than one smaller polygon. Therefore the SH algorithm
will have to be modified to take care of the Degenerated Edges between these smaller polygons.
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Modified SH Algorithm
This section explains a modification to the basic SH Algorithm that will not generate degenerate edges, instead it will output a list of
polygons corresponding to the output of the basic SH Algorithm. The modified SH Algorithm takes as input the list of vertices output by the
basic SH Algorithm and outputs a list of polygons.
The Modified Algorithm (MSH) takes as input the list of vertices output by the Basic Algorithm (BSH). It is known as the Output List.
Another list called the Orientation List is constructed according to the following specifications.
Step-1: Sort those points in the output list that lie on the clipping window boundary in the same direction in which the BSH Algorithm
traversed the polygon to generate the output list. The list of sorted points is called the Orientation List.
Step-2: Start traversing the output list one vertex at a time with the following modification. While going from a certain node A in t he output
list to its successor B, follow the same node A in the Orientation List. If node A is present in the Orientation List and node B is not its
successor, do the following.
Step-3: If node C is node A’s successor in the Orientation List, rearrange the pointer of node A in the output list so that its succe ssor is also
node C.
Step-4: Repeatedly perform a similar operation on the next node in the Orientation List till node B is reached on the Orientation List.
Step-5: Continue this process till the entire length of the output list is traversed.
At the end of the traversal of the output list, it will contain a number of lists, each corresponding to a separate polygon thus eliminating
Degenerate Edges. The concept can also be explained with the help of following Example.
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Orientation List- G  FTUVW
Initially Output List- AGUDETFHIVWL
After excluding Degenerated Edges i.e. GF
Final Output List- AGFHIVWL
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II. CONCLUSION

The above algorithm is first described in the simple case of clipping a polygon against just one edge of the window and then
extended to include clipping over the entire window. If the output polygon contains a degenerate edge that goes across a corner
of the clipping window, pre-process the Output and the Orientation Lists.
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